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long weekend 1978 film wikipedia - long weekend is an australian horror film shot in 1977 and first shown in 1978 the film
was directed by colin eggleston and stars john hargreaves and briony behets, long weekend 1978 movie review
horrorphilia - long weekend gives us well acted leads that are meant to be unpleasant and careless to everything around
them and in that they hit the nail on the head so well we have to wonder why the animals and such wait soo long to make a
move on these folks, long weekend 1978 official trailer - long weekend trailer when a suburban couple go camping for the
weekend at a remote beach they discover that nature isn t in an accommodating mood, long weekend 1978 movie
moviefone - long weekend 1978 peter john hargreaves and marcia briony behets a bitter married couple teetering on the
edge of divorce take a camping trip to heal the rift between them
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